WELCOME TO VILLA ROSA at Almond Hills

Dear Guest
Thank you for choosing to stay at Villa Rosa in Almond Hills. We hope you enjoy your stay here.
Should you have any questions you will probably find the answers in this information pack, from contact
telephone numbers to operation manuals, together with some ideas on where to go and what to see!
Please feel free to add to the booklet for the use and enjoyment of future guests.
We hope you have a wonderful holiday and will feel confident in recommending us to your friends and
colleagues!

Kind regards

Nigel and Debbie Woods
nigel@woodsproperties.co.uk
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WOODS PROPERTIES AND LETTINGS
INFORMATION PACK
This booklet contains important information you will need to get the most from your holiday.
We recommend that you take the time to read it thoroughly.
TIPS FOR YOUR COMFORT AND SAFETY
The rules of the complex are basically common sense and are mainly based around the comfort and security
of you and your neighbours.
Noise should be kept down to a reasonable level, and after 11pm should be negligible. Basically, the rule of
thumb is, if your neighbours think you are being too loud then you probably are.
Almonds Hills is a child friendly complex but it is the parent’s responsibility to ensure that their children are
safe and being well behaved and are not causing a nuisance to other residents.
Aggressive behaviour will not be tolerated and will result in you being evicted from the complex with no right
of compensation.
FIRE PRECAUTION MEASURES
We kindly ask you:






Not to smoke within the villa. If you must smoke, please do so outside on the patio with the doors
closed.
Not to throw burning matches or un-extinguished cigarette stubs in the waste paper baskets.
Not to use your own heating or gas utensils.
To iron only in the appointed places and after usage to switch off the iron.
When leaving your room to switch off the radio, TV set, electric lamps etc.
Not to cover your reading lamps with inflammable tissues.

In case of fire, please contact Fresh Accommodation or the on-site maintenance team located at the
entrance in the Almond Hills gatehouse.






Keep your presence of mind
Try to extinguish the fire with the fire alarm facilities at hand.
Leave the building by the way indicated by the fire alarm signs.
If the passage and the staircases are completely filled with smoke stay in your room and open the
windows.
Close doors and place wet towels or bed covers around the doorway.
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INVENTORY
In this file is an inventory of items in the villa. Please check this as this is what is checked upon your
departure and any missing or broken items or damage done to the villa of its furnishings will have to be
repaired or replaced by you.
Bearing in mind that the villas are owned by different owners, please be sure not to mix up items between
villas, e.g. If you take a glass or cup from one villa to another please be sure to take it back to avoid any items
having to be paid for.
N.B. Please note that the villas are individually owned by private individuals who have invested their savings
in order to have a holiday home. We ask you to treat the villa with respect as if it were your own.
VILLA MANAGEMENT
The Villa is managed by Fresh Accommodation. If you have any queries or questions just contact them and
they will resolve things efficiently and promptly.
Their contact details are:
Email: contact@freshaccommodation.co.uk
Telephone:
Bulgaria +359 (0)554 22099
UK +44 (0)207 193 3872 (calls charged at Standard UK STD rate)
You can contact on the above numbers or Skype during normal office hours which currently are:
Monday to Friday 0900 - 1700
Saturday - 0900 - 1300
Sunday - Closed
If you have booked your airport transfer through Fresh please remember to pay the driver directly at the end
of your journey.
Key handover on arrival – You will have been met, either at the villa or collected from the airport and taken
to the villa, either way, you will have been given a set of keys and shown around /familiarised with the villa.
Cleaning of the villas – Villas are cleaned at the beginning and end of your stay, if you require extra cleaning
this can be arranged directly with Fay and Adrian. A small fee may be payable for excessive cleaning.
For emergency repairs to the villa, contact Fresh Accommodation.
VILLA COMPLEX MANAGEMENT
The Villa complex is managed by ‘Almond Hills Management’ who have staff on-site 24 hours a day. They will
look after the gardens, paths, swimming pools, security, etc. They will turn on the water sprinklers at 5am so
they start work early! The boss is Rangel who has a villa on site. He is on site periodically. There is a general
handyman who lives as the gatehouse. There is also an assortment of other people from gardeners to pool
maintenance contractors that you may see from time to time.
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DEPOSITS
A security deposit will have been taken from you prior to your arrival. This will be returned to you, minus any
damages, when you have returned home and Fresh Accommodation have checked the villa. We ask that you
make them aware of any damages or breakages.
HOW THINGS WORK IN THE VILLA
AIR CONDITIONING/WARM AIR HEATER
There are three units in the villa: One in the living room and the others in each bedroom. Each has its own
remote control unit which is housed in a holder mounted on the wall. See instruction leaflet for details.
Please remember to switch off when you go out and to keep doors and windows closed when the air
conditioner is in use.
SATELLITE TV
See instructions leaflet for the TV. Please note however that we have not connected the satellite this year as
we found that the channels were mostly in Bulgarian and the TV was not used. Instead we have now
connected Wi-Fi and DVD.
DVD PLAYER
See instructions leaflet
WI-FI
The Wi-Fi connection at Villa Rosa was ‘allmondhill19’ but please check with Fresh Accommodation in case
this has been changed.
WATER HEATER
There is a simple on/off switch in the cupboard under the stairs. Please switch off when not in use and when
you leave at the end of your stay.
GARDEN FURNITURE
You are welcome to use the garden furniture and parasols on the terrace, however, we ask you not to take
them to the pool area where there should already be sufficient loungers and parasols.
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USEFUL CONTACTS
Medical clinic – Located in front of the Victoria Palace Hotel in Sunny Beach.
Police Emergency – 166 (equivalent to 999 in the U.K.)
British Embassy - 9 Moskovska Street, Sofia 1000
E – britembinfo@mail.orbitel.bg
T – (00359 2) 993 9222
F – (00359 2) 993 9250
Visa and consular enquiries - T – (00359 2) 933 9290
Embassy’s office hours are :- 08.30 – 17.00 Monday to Thursday
08.30 - 13.00 Friday
The Consulate is open to the public – 08.00 – 12.00 Monday to Friday
16.00 – 17.00 Monday to Thursday
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OUT AND ABOUT
TRAVELLING AROUND
Buses are the cheapest mode of transport, there is a daily bus service which passes the entrance to Almond
Hills down into Sunny Beach, and from there you can connect to other destinations. Check the bus times on
the bus stop at the villa complex entrance.

The shop at the complex entrance is happy to call you a taxi. There are taxi drivers who often collect and
drop off at Almond Hills and they are often cheaper so if you find a good one, take their card.
Car hire can be found locally with the most local being outside the front of Bay View Villas (out of the
complex and turn left. First left. At the end of the road turn left and you will see Bay View Villas and the hire
cars in front). Bulgarians drive on the right side of the road, driving is relatively easy as traffic is reasonably
light. However, parking is limited in Sunny Beach. You do not require an international licence as a standard
UK full driving licence is sufficient.
SHOPS
Supermarkets/Food shopping
The cafe and on site shop in Almond Hills has a take-away service. It has a limited stock of essential items.
There are small supermarkets throughout Sunny Beach with Lidl and MM offering the widest range (you will
have passed LIDL on your way from the Airport). Prices vary and the local supermarkets sometimes put up
their prices after 8pm.
Other Shopping
There is a Mall in Sunny Beach for up market shops and street traders abound for market type outlets selling
everything from designer jeans, t shirts, shoes and sunglasses to soaps and toiletries and other tourist
souvenirs.
Sveti Vlas also has a range of high street of shops as an alternative.
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EATING OUT
Ten minutes walk up the hill, turn right at the Pink Villas and 300 yards on the left past the Paradise Hotel is
the Hunters Lodge, which is a very reasonable and serves typical Bulgarian fare. They hold folklore and
variety shows most evenings, so it is a good idea to ask when the next one will be. Booking is advised during
mid-season.

Pink Villas

Hunters Lodge Cabaret Show
Further up the hill at the actual village of Kosharitsa there are a few shops and at the end of this parade there
is a good but basic local village restaurant which is worth giving a go.

On top of the hill to your left as you go towards Sunny Beach is Hanska Shatra, Variety Show Bar, AKA Khans
Tent. The views of the coastline are amazing from there and the entertainment is of good quality. Hanska
Shatra can be reached by turning left onto the road to Varna and then first right.
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If you like Chinese food then cross straight over the main (Bourgas/Varna) road and head towards the beach.
You will see the Chinese Restaurant on your left.
In Sunny Beach itself there are numerous restaurants serving Western and Bulgarian Cuisine. Take a walk
along the promenade and you will be spoilt for choice. On the precinct near the Kuban Hotel, (the tallest
hotel in Sunny Beach, so you can’t miss it), are several restaurants, you will also find a Macdonald’s there.
St Vlas town square is also a good place to eat or snack and also has a good selection of shops.

If you find any other restaurants and bars which you can recommend to future guests please feel free to add
the name or put a card or leaflet in this booklet.
INTERNET CAFES
You will find internet cafes in the centre of Sunny Beach
BEACHES
Sunny Beach (Sveti Vlas)

Fantastic sandy beach with patrolled beaches and loungers for hire. Plenty of cafes and beach bars nearby. It
is possible to walk around the entire bay to Nessebar.
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St Vlas

An upmarket resort with beaches interrupted by low cliffs so it is not possible to walk the length along the
shore but each section has its own charm from the Marina to small beachfronts with smart loungers.
CURRENCY
Bulgaria is still largely a cash economy. Visitors should exchange cash at reputable banks or change bureaus,
but they should know that change bureaus sometimes post mis-leading rate quotations that confuse
travellers.
The Bulgarian currency is the Leva – approximately 2 Leva to the Euro.
We advise you not to change currency in the street, no matter how good the deal appears to be, you take a
real risk of being cheated.
Gold and jewellery must be sold in the shops having an explicit licence to trade in precious metals like gold
and silver. Check for hallmarks which will distinguish it from imitations jewellery, and don’t be tempted to
buy from street traders.
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THINGS TO DO AND PLACES TO VISIT
Activities in and Around Sunny Beach
You can participate in many varied activities around Sunny Beach apart from the fine eating and drinking in
the many restaurant and bars.
Activities include:
Jet Skiing
Surfing
PADI Certified Dive Centre
Bowling
Banana Boats
Para Gliding
Go-Karting
Fishing
Water Skiing
Tennis
Sailing

Horse Riding
Cycling
Water parks
Hiking
Live Music
Dance Clubs
Disco's
Romantic Beach Bars
Traditional horse & carriage rides around
Sunny Beach

RESTAURANTS
Authentic Bulgarian, Italian, Mexican, Indian, Chinese
ENTERTAINMENT
Please see leaflets etc. Enclosed
THINGS TO SEE AND DO
The Bulgarian Black Sea coast offers everything you need for a relaxing and enjoyable vacation. Sunshine,
white beaches and clear blue water with pleasant summer temperatures of around 26°, water sports and
entertainment, modern seaside resorts and historic sites, good cooking and good wine. In the tourist
centres, inexpensive handmade articles such as crochet works, knitwear, pottery, wood-carvings and
paintings abound and are reasonably priced.
SUNNY BEACH (SVETI VLAS)
A vibrant resort with a multitude of activities from a large sandy beach to bars, cafes and a restaurant.
WATERPARKS

There are two water parks in the Sunny Beach area. One in Sunny Beach itself and the other in Ravda on the
way to Burgas.
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OLD NESSEBAR

The mediaeval city of Nessebar is a jewel and a ‘must see’. It was founded as Messambria in the 6th century
B.C. by Greek colonists and has been on the World Heritage List of UNESCO since 1983. Located on a small
peninsula in the Black Sea the delightful tourist spot yearly attracts a million visitors. A small street , which
connects the peninsula with the mainland, leads through the narrow gateway in the ancient fortress wall
right to the quaint, tiny historic down town area with numerous well preserved buildings (mainly mediaeval
churches) and narrow cobbled lanes, winding among wooden houses of the 18th and 19th century.
Nessebar’s typical houses have stone foundations and broad, overhanging wooden superstructures. Today
the spirit of the ancient market lives on with a multitude of sidewalk vendors, hawking all sorts of art work
and tourist souvenirs, such as fine crochet works, knitwear, pottery, wood-carvings, paintings....... Idyllic
restaurants on the steep coast or in the middle of the old town invite you to rest. The most appealing are
located on the peninsulas scenic southern tip.
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SOZOPOL

Further south, lying on the Gulf of Bourgas, you can find the resorts of Sozopol, one of Ancient Greece’s
oldest settlements, formally known as ‘Apollonia Pontica’ named after Apollo, the patron of seafarers. Today
it resembles a cluster of welcoming turn-of-the-century houses dotted along the rocky headland,
interspersed with small garden shrines. Somewhat quieter than Nessebar, the resort also provides the
tourist with two fine, sandy beaches, set off nicely against the tranquil charm of fishing life. One lies within a
sheltered bay with the second, larger beach extending southwards beyond the headland. Sozopol is
traversed by beautiful narrow lanes, old houses and its romantic charm has attracted artists and writers
throughout the centuries.
ERMINE CAPE

Not far from Sunny Beach is Ermine Cape. The central cape of the Stara Planina Mountain called Ermine is
situated just a few kilometres to the south of the town of Obzor. Ermine and the Kaliakra cape are the two
most impressive Bulgarian capes at the Black Sea coast. The Ermine cape ends with a 60 metre long steep
rock, which dives into the sea. The rock, together with the lighthouse peeking over it, attracts with its beauty
those travelling by water between Bourgas and Varna.
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Kaliakra Cape
HISTORY AND GENERAL INFORMATION

A small village called Emona can be found 2km away from the cape in the inland direction. The village’s
name, Emona, comes from the ancient name of the Stara Planina mountain range, Aemon (later called
Hemus). The village is famous for being the birthplace of the Thracian king Rez. He participated in the
Thracian War and was killed by Odysseus and Diomedus according to Homers “Iliad”. During the Middle
Ages, the cape hosted a virtually inaccessible fortress, called Emona. The fortress was part of a system of
similar forts controlled by the Karvuna autonomous principality. During the same period, the cape was
surrounded by monasteries, inhabited by hermits. The remains of the fortress and those of the monasteries
are considered to stand behind the ancient Greek name for the area and later, of the very fortress,
Paleokastro (meaning old fortress.
TRANSPORT
The village of Emona is off the main road connecting Bourgas and Varna and hence buses in and out of the
village are of a relatively low frequency. The village is not a popular seaside resort among Bulgarian and
foreign tourists alike, and hence private taxis and minibuses are not to be relied on. The cape can be reached
on foot or by car from the village.
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ST VLAS AND ELINITE
The village of St. Vlas and the Elenite holiday city are situated just a few kilometres away from Sunny Beach.
There is a marina (Denivi Marina), amphitheatre and up-market beaches located along the coast.

HISTORY
The village of Sveti Vlas (St. Vlas) is believed to have been founded by the Thracian tribe in the 2nd century
B.C. At that time, it reportedly bore the name of Larisa. It was renamed ‘Sveti Vlas’ in the 14 th century A.D.
after the patron saint of cattle growers and merchants. During the Ottoman rule (late 14th – 19th century
A.D.) the village appeared in administrative registers as ‘Manastir’ (monastery) or ‘Kyuchuk Manastir’ after
the five monasteries in the vicinity of the village. Unfortunately, none of the monasteries have been
preserved up to the present day. Officially, it restored its name of Sveti Vlas after re-unification of the
Bulgarian state of 1886.
BURGAS

Burgas is the nearest big town boasting a variety of shops, cafes and restaurants, museums and parks.
Shopping in Bulgaria offers excellent value for money. There is also a large ‘out of town’ supermarket.
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VARNA

Varna is slightly bigger than Burgas so there are more shops, cafes and restaurants, museums and parks.
However, it is about an hour and a half up the coast although it is a nice scenic drive.
FESTIVALS AND FAIRS
THE GREAT KOPRIVSHTITZA FOLKLORE FESTIVAL

The Great Koprivshtiza Folklore Festival is Bulgaria’s largest gathering of traditional musicians and singers,
and is a cross between a pop festival and a medieval fair. It is a sight that knows no equal, thousands of
musicians and singers making the hillside above the picturesque village of Kiprivshtitza their home for a few
days. Coupled with this you have the colourful stalls of the traders and the thousands of visitors who come
for the festival.
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This is Bulgarian music as it was always played, played by the ancestors of those who first played it. But
perhaps it is what happens on the periphery that is the most authentic, strolling players or soloists, simply
playing for the sheer enjoyment, forming new bonds with other musicians or just letting their music ring out
over the hillside.
THE BURGAS ONTERNATIONAL FOLK FESTIVAL

The Burgas International Folk Festival, held annually, attracts a host of Bulgarian and international artists and
is held in the second half of August.
THE KAZANLUK FESTIVAL

The Kazanluk Festival of the Roses is held annually in early June, and has grown from a local to an
international event. Not only are the roses, Kazanluks main industry, in full flower, but the town itself
blossoms while visitors enjoy the “rose Picnic” and all the fun of a folklore festival, with its costumes, songs
and dance.
Should you still have the energy left, you can always visit the old factories where the rose oil is extracted.
ST. TRIFON’S DAY
In the agricultural calendar, St. Trifon’s Day celebrates the pruning of the bines, and is held on February 14.
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KUKEROV
On the first Sunday before Lent, Kukerov Den celebrates the start of the agricultural year, and all over
Bulgaria you can witness processions led by the dancing, leaping Kukeri dressed in colourful masks and
costumes.
BABA MARTA
Baba Marta is celebrated on March 1st when peasant house-hols brush out the winter cobwebs with a
traditional spring clean, and people offer each other tokens of good luck, called martenitsas.
KULERI
Like western countries, the Bulgarian calendar is dotted with important feast days and festivals. The festival
of the Kukeri re-enacts ancient surovaki rites to ward off evil spirits and Kukeri fertility rites. Although only
held once every five years, it brings together dancers from all over Bulgaria in a rainbow of colours and
styles.
ST. LAZARUS DAY
Lazaruvane is also celebrated in spring on St. Lazarus Day, and here village girls considered fit for marriage
perform ritual songs and dances.
ST. KONSATATIN AND ST. ELENA DAY

The coming of summer is traditionally celebrated on St. Konstatin and St. Elena Day on May 21 st, and in some
if the remote villages in the Stranzha hills, fire dancing, dancing on heated coals, is still practised in
celebration of summer’s arrival. Ethnologists have suggested that this practise is directly descended from
Dionysina rites of the ancient Thracians.

